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"I am an extravert
I am an innovator
I am an achiever
I play well with others
I am a mentor
I am a leader."

A portfolio can't confirm bold statements
like these on its own. A rock star design
manager is like sports car; gauging their
full potential from stats doesn't compare
to being around the real thing. You need
to be around them to realize what they
are truly capable of.
With this concept in mind, I developed
my portfolio around more than traditional
creativity and brand strategy. I'm driven
by a personal philosophy to consistently
produce the best work I'm capable of. It's
helped shape my work ethic, leadership
qualities, and team management skills
into what they are today.

"Ethical brand strategy is crucial
to serving your client's
best interests."

My greatest team successes occur when
everyone's moving to the same rhythm.
Communication and respect are key to
a team’s success. When a team is in sync
and working toward the same goal, their
output is always going to outperform
one suffering from internal dissonance.
Handling a client's image and message
conveyed to their key stakeholders is an
obligation that should never be taken
lightly. However, the ability to serve a
client with integrity begins internally.
A team committed to ethically serving a
client's best interests is establishing the
foundation of its future success.

The archaic "boss" persona has been
passed by evolution. When a team's
members feel like peers as opposed
to subordinates, a contagious shift in
attitude occurs. Mentality adjustments
like these have astounding effects on
team performance levels.
It starts with learning what motivates a
team's members on an individual basis.
When their goals are understood on a
personal level, motivational triggers
become indispensable tools. The team
members feel fulfilled, the team evolves
into a well-oiled machine, and clients
get the service they deserve.

These slides are samples from a research
project I developed regarding how to
connect with and manage creatives.

Managing Creatives: (left)

+ Team collaboration tactics
+ Perfectionism's pros + cons

Managing Creatives: (right)
+ Fostering team aptitudes
+ Work space modifications
+ Stress reduction methods

"Developing a campaign from
inception to execution should
be an exhausting endeavor
when done correctly."

Campaigns are multi-faceted and have
more moving parts than a single person
can handle on their own. When a team's
comprised of the right people with the
right talents, project management is an
invigorating experience. Any successful
organization can trace their success to
having the right people.
My project management experiences
range from school projects to personal
business ventures. They have lasted as
short as weeks to as long as years. The
one constant has been that everyone's
contribution is vital to a team's longevity.
Managing client expectations, team
productivity, deadlines, and deliverables
is just as much an art form as it is a science.

For every method devised to monitor
productivity, an equal amount of care and
compassion should be injected into the
project management role. A successful
project manager knows their team's
happiness and well-being is just as
crucial to success as the client's.

The Dubai-Class1 campaign is the result
of an individual, communication design
campaign. I was appointed a city and
responsible for creating a variety of
communication elements belonging to
one central campaign. Although the
project revolved around a city, I created
a fictional, Dubai-based company for
the campaign instead.
This direction gave the campaign a very
focused path as well as a specific target
demographic. One research aspect that
helped shape the campaign's direction
was focusing on an actual, worldwide
powerboat event held in the region.
This is most apparent in the magazine
spread which directly targets the
audience outlined in the Design Brief.

Design Brief: (left)

+ Marketing objective summary
+ Target market analysis
+ Budget
+ Deadline dates
+ Media platforms
+ Promotional events

Magazine Spread: (right)

+ 2 page center spread
+ Target demographic research
+ Magazine placement research
+ Consistent campaign look

The brochure needed a definitive feeling
that exuded prestige like the sport does
in the Middle East. It also needed a
specific weight and texture to convey
Dubai-Class1 understands the level of
quality their clients expect from life.
Beyond creating a unique folding style,
I incorporated an informational BluRay.
The disc is secured in a pocket designed
into the brochure.
The final campaign element was a deck
of travel destination cards highlighting
"must see" experiences in Dubai. The
deck is a promotional element intended
for distribution at the UIM Class1World
Championship. This prestigious event's
affluent spectators are Dubai-Class1's
primary target audience.

Brochure: (left)

+ Gate fold (8"x9" closed)
+ Full spread (16"x9" open)
+ Promo BluRay + packaging

Travel Deck: (right)

+ Color-coded sections
+ Destination description
+ Address and contact info
+ Card deck packaging

Swerj Weddings was a brand extension
campaign that evolved from a fictitious
business venture my team produced;
Swerj Events. Swerj Events was a luxury
event planning agency targeting high
profile companies, affluent citizens, and
local celebrities. The primary goal was
to expand on Swerj Events’ campaign
and make a new business opportunity.
After closely looking at Swerj Events,
developing a high-end wedding division
felt like the perfect direction to take.

After Swerj Weddings' company image
mirrored Swerj Events, we incorporated
a business model our team never found in
regional competitors; theme weddings.
A number of exotic destination packages
were devised as well. The gift bag was a
promotional item to be handed out at
Swerj Weddings' launch party.

Promotional Materials: (left)
+ Look Book page layouts
+ Swerj Weddings: Look Book

Launch Party Gift Bag: (right)
+ Look book
+ RSVP card
+ Flip video device
+ Moonstruck chocolates
+ Moët: Swerj champagne

Team Members:

+ Robert Baumann
+ Savina Boyd
+ Jillian Jewell
+ Elena Rodriguez
+ Weston Whitlock

"I'm a designer by trade but an
innovator by nature."

Advertising and graphic design have
always been my preferred mediums.
More recently, my interests have spilled
over into web design and interactive
media. Nearly every organization in the
world wants a strong web presence in
order to remain competitively relevant.
Cross-pollinating my design skills with
web design has had a significant impact
on the messages I create. Weaving HTML
and .CSS into my other mediums permits
me to seamlessly blur the line between
graphic design and web design.

The project objective was to research a
business that successfully integrates
creativity, innovation, and design into
its products. I designed my research to
reflect the image Samsung created while
evolving into the industry's leader in
innovative design.

This research and development
project revolved around social
media user interactivity. My first
objective was conducting 20 indepth interviews with a variety
of Facebook users; both casual
and frequent. I transformed the
interview data into 3 personas
based on their Facebook use.

I developed a number of profile
enhancements to improve each
persona's Facebook experience.
Some included a static global
navigation tab system, live audio
& video chat, and a friend circle
application to further enhance
their social interaction control.

Profile Upgrades: (left)

+ Quick game launch app
+ Live audio game chat
+ Customizable nav system

Profile Upgrades: (right)

+ Live video chat application
+ Custom friend 'cliques'
+ Customizable nav system

"Thorough research and
strategy is the backbone
to any great campaign."

Research is a campaign's lifeblood. It will
identify what has worked in the past
as well as failed. Past failures are useful
stepping stones to learn from. Diligent
research can produce very effective
strategies. Without a solid strategy, a
campaign is born directionless.
Strategy shapes much of today's mass
media. Whether it's public relations,
marketing, brand strategy, or advertising,
research is the foundation a successful
campaign is built on. Research paves
the way for effective strategies that give
campaigns the voice to effectively reach
its target demographic.

The objective of this campaign was
to devise a design opportunity for an
emerging organization. The first step
in devising my design opportunity was
researching Ninkasi's company culture,
competition, and the target audience.
One thing the competition all had in
place Ninkasi did not was a customer
appreciation program.
After seeing what their programs
were missing, I began developing
a customer appreciation program
around the void. An important point
for me was to ensure the program
had a memorable name and an edgy
image that Ninkasi's demographic
would align themselves with. Thus,
the "Ninkasi Posse" was born.

Marketing Materials: (right)
+ Campaign Poster:

My choice of Ninkasi came from a desire
to work on a challenging and fiercely
competitive market; microbreweries.
Ninkasi is a relatively new microbrewery
surrounded by entrenched competitors.
The campaign's timeline coincides with
the release of a new beer available to
Ninkasi Posse members only for a period
of time. It also includes a multi-platform
media assault through Ninkasi's internal
marketing channels to keep costs low.

From inception to execution, I was
responsible for the entire campaign.
It was a 10 week project designed to
give us a precise lesson in how to plan
and strategically launch a full campaign.
Even though I’ve participated in ad
campaigns before, being responsible
for all aspects of a campaign was an
invaluable experience.

Final Book + Design Brief: (left)
+ Design opportunity book cover
+ Campaign design brief

Timeline + Concepts: (right)

+ Specific deadline schedule
+ Marketing element concepts

"CONCEPT IS KING"
A phrase a concept development guru
burned into my memory. Beyond high
expectations of professionalism, and
craftsmanship, 90% of my time was spent
on unique solution development.
Food cart clientele are constantly on the
move. They're busy and typically can't
leisurely eat. This nomadic characteristic
made it apparent that the campaign's
success would stem from using unique
methods. I wondered where the bustling
foodie's attention would be momentarily
available? The answer was when they're
in-transit to the next destination.
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Advertising Outlets: (left)
+ Cluster-specific benches
+ Bus route kiosks
+ Bus signage

Final Ad Design: (right)

+ Pioneer Square-specific

"Giving credit where credit is due is
a very rewarding habit to form.
Its rewards are inestimable."
Loretta Young

Swerj Weddings:

(page 12)

+ Robert Baumann:
Team Leader, Creative Director
+ Savina Boyd:
Project Manager, Copywriter
+ Jillian Jewell:
Copywriter
+ Elena Rodriguez:
Copywriter, Marketing Director
+ Weston Whitlock:
Graphic Designer

